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Many customers have asked us about launching an image contest, so
we decided to do just that. 2014 is your year to send us your best shot!
JEOL SEM and TEM users, you are the experts in your field of
research and analysis. We're proud to be able to showcase your
images and to award a prize each month, with a Grand Prize winner at
the end of the year.
Here are the contest guidelines:

Our panel of SEM/TEM applications people will select a winning
image each month for 2014.
The person submitting the winning image for the month will
receive a $100 Amazon gift certificate.
There will be two Grand Prize winners selected at the end of the
year. One for a materials image and one for a biological image.
Each winner will be awarded a $300 American Express gift
certificate.
At the end of the year we will print a calendar on a poster of all 12
winning images for our customers
To enter the contest, or for more details, please follow this
link>>>
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Inner ear tip links courtesy of Dr. David Corey of Harvard Medical School; STEM HAADF
image of transferred MoS 2 , showing Mo and S atom positions and their 2H stacking
sequence courtesy of Dr. Moon Kim, University of Texas, Dallas

Snowflakes, Superglue, and SEM
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A first attempt at creating a snow crystal replica yielded this image
on the SEM.
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Student Mike LeClair shared results of his work using an old
technique to image snowflakes at SUNY-ESF.
Intrigued by cryo microscopy, and even further inspired when his
professor mentioned that one could take SEM images of ice crystals in
snow, an undergraduate biotechnology student was determined to
capture his own images of snowflakes. He had two problems,
however. There is no cryoSEM in the lab, and the freeze fracture
system is in need of repair.
"I decided if it could be done on a cryo, there had to be a way to do it
on an older microscope," says Mike LeClair, who is a senior at SUNY
College of Environmental Science and Forestry (SUNY-ESF) in
Syracuse, NY. He wanted to add snowflake images to the portfolio he
is making this year while using the school's 18-year-old JEOL JSM5800LV. His professor, Robert Smith, suggested he look for papers
on the topic, which turned out to be hard to find.
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Improves Imaging of
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As the snow began to fall on the campus, Mike decided to contact
--and-JEOL directly. He reached Mark Melvin, Sales Engineering, who asked
Graphene Balloon Asst. Director and applications specialist Donna Guarrera for advice.
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Gentle Beam: Improving Low Voltage
Performance with Field Emission SEM

analysis of intrawall
pores and plugs of
mesoporous silica
(SBA-15) in SEM

Examples of low voltage imaging with Gentle Beam (GB) mode:
graphene sheets, Anopore filter, and toner

One of the main imaging artifacts generated during specimen
observation in SEM is specimen charging. The effect of charging
Nanoparticle Vaccine
manifests itself either via 'flattening' of the image due to the beam
Offers Better
deflection close to the source of charging, or extremely high or low
Protection
contrast and image distortion. This artifact can be substantially
reduced by either application of conductive coating to the sample or by
Advances in SEM
lowering the primary beam voltage.
Technology for the
Quality Control Lab
Contemporary FE-SEMs have the ability to produce nm size spot sizes
even at 1kV and below, paving the way for high resolution imaging and
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analysis of nanomaterials and surfaces without the need for conductive
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Versatility and High Throughput with the
iT300LV High Resolution Analytical SEM
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The smart analytical port
geometries of the new
iT300LV SEM are ideal for
multiple configurations and
simultaneous analysis. This
SEM allows for multiple EDS
detectors, co-planar EDS
and EBSD for simultaneous
analysis, and room for
expansion as analytical
needs grow.
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This image captured with the
IT300LV demonstrates the high
throughput and the minimized
shadowing of X-ray signals
achieved with the dual Oxford EDS
system.
See the iT300LV March 3-6 at

Pittcon in Chicago
or contact us for a demo.
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In Memoriam
Dr. Marc Adrian

EDS - 1 Frame 9.8 sec - geological thin section, elemental overlay

The field of cryoelectron microscopy
has lost one of its
great pioneers.
Dr. Marc Adrian
passed away
recently and left
behind an impressive
legacy. Although
there existed neither
a business nor a
personal relationship
between Marc and
JEOL, we would like
to pay tribute to
him.
Marc was
instrumental in
shaping the field of

Nanometer Resolution for Microanalysis
Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction (TKD)in FE-SEM

Image quality map and corresponding IPF map (ND) from
evaporated Au film analyzed in TKD configuration. Red square

cryo-electron
microscopy into
what it is today. His
efforts along with
others in the
laboratory of Prof. J.
Dubochet at the
EMBL in Heidelberg
have resulted in the
tools and techniques
that are now used all
over the world by
many, many
researchers, some of
whom may have
grown up never
realizing what the
source of it was.
Marc was last
working at the
Unversity of
Lausanne. Our
condolences go out
to Marc's family and
friends.

shows the analysis area on the right.
JEOL's new FE SEM column design expands the ability to conduct
microanalysis with nm resolution at high probe currents [1]. While the
main limitation is the physics of beam-specimen interaction and the
volume from which the signal is generated during basic bulk sample
observation and microanalysis, use of very thin specimens, similar to
TEM, has been successful for EDS analysis [2]. This technique has
been gaining prominence for crystallographic analysis using
Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction (TKD, also referred to as t-EBSD)
with a traditional EBSD camera [3].
TKD was applied to several different specimen types, in particular thin
evaporated metal films and thin films for solar applications, using JEOL
JSM-7100FT FE-SEM equipped with the EDAX Hirakari XP camera.
We have developed a custom holder for the TKD analysis allowing for
the sample to be tilted up to -20 deg with respect to the electron beam
while the pattern is projected from the underside of the sample onto the
EBSD camera phosphor screen.
In our experiments we have been able to achieve sub 10 nm resolution
on an evaporated Au film using 30kV, 5 nA with the sample positioned
at a working distance of 4mm.The best pattern quality can be achieved
when the TEM specimen is tilted to -20 deg with respect to the electron
beam. Our experience indicates that TKD has a potential to greatly
enhance nanocrystalline analysis in SEM, provided that sufficiently thin
specimens can be obtained. Additional Reading >>>
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